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Photon-number superselection and the entangled coherent-state representation
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We introduce the entangled coherent-state representation, which provides a powerful technique for effi-
ciently and elegantly describing and analyzing quantum optics sources and detectors while respecting the
photon-number superselection rule that is satisfied by all known quantum optics experiments. We apply the
entangled coherent-state representation to elucidate and resolve the long-standing puzzles of the coherence of
a laser output field, interference between two number states, and dichotomous interpretations of quantum
teleportation of coherent states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Empirically, quantum optics obeys a photon-number
perselection rule~PNSSR! due to the lack of an absolut
clock or phase standard at optical frequencies; electrom
netic field sources such as the laser@1#, antibunched light
sources@2#, and the micromaser@3# can be described by
incoherent mixtures of number states, and photodetection
scribed by projective measurement in the number state b
However, coherence is an integral part of quantum opt
and the coherent state@4#, which is a coherent superpositio
of number states, explicitly violates this PNSSR. Pu
Gaussian states, such as coherent states and squeezed
are very ‘‘convenient fictions’’@5#. Despite the PNSSR, th
Gaussian state is often attributed ontological significa
when describing things such as the ‘‘physical’’ laser outp
field @1#, the atomic Bose-Einstein condensate@6#, local os-
cillators in homodyne detection@7#, and continuous-variable
quantum teleportation of coherent states@8–10#. The onto-
logical view of Gaussian states is reinforced by optical h
modyne tomography, which claims to reconstruct these st
@11#. However, such Gaussian states only appear throug
commitment of the partition ensemble fallacy whereby
density operator is preferentially decomposed into a mixt
of coherent states@5,12#.

The reason for the preference shown towards Gaus
states over number states in quantum optics is the cohe
state’s usefulness as a representation in interferometry.
essence of its usefulness is that a linear mode coupling~as in
frequency conversion, polarizing beam splitters and dir
tional couplers!, described by a unitary transformation th
conserves the total number of quanta, will transform a pr
uct of two coherent states to another such product state@4#.
This simple relation for linear mode coupling is responsi
for the ease of calculating with coherent states over alte
tive representations.

Our aim is to introduce a simple method in quantum o
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tics, which is elegant both as a calculational tool and a
conceptual framework, which respects the PNSSR~whereby
sources produce incoherent mixtures of number states,
detectors count photons!. We apply this technique to the
challenges of describing interference by mixing independ
number states@13#, coherence of a multimode laser outp
field @14#, the role of the local oscillator in homodyne dete
tion, distillable entanglement versus pure entanglement
two-mode squeezed light@14#, and the nature of quantum
teleportation of coherent states@12,15,33#. These applica-
tions demonstrate that our operational approach to quan
optics respecting the PNSSR can quite simply describe
experiments traditionally described using optical coheren

Interferometric calculations with number states are
dious: forn-mode coupling, the matrix elements for the un
tary transformation are given by the SU(n) Wigner d func-
tions @16,17#. Here we show that these calculations are ma
simple and easy to interpret by representing number state
entangled coherent states@18–21#, with the entanglemen
taking place over a common phase. This entangled coher
state approach enables easy calculations with number
sources by exploiting the ease of using the coherent-s
representation. Moreover, the entanglement is not frag
whereas one normally regards multipartite entangled co
ent states as fragile and challenging to construct@22#, the
fragility arises due to decoherence with respect to the opt
environment. For the entangled coherent states emplo
here, a decohering mechanism is described by an envi
ment that is phase sensitive and thus would violate
PNSSR obeyed by all sources and measurements.

We begin by reviewing salient points concerning coher
states, discussing linear mode coupling, the coherent-s
representation, and the nature of the laser as a source o
ing the PNSSR. We then use the techniques introduce
analyze interferometry between independent number sta
homodyne detection, squeezed light sources, and contin
variable quantum teleportation.
©2003 The American Physical Society29-1
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II. CONCEPTS AND METHODS

A. Coherent states and linear mode coupling

A coherent stateua&, aPC, can be expressed in terms
the Fock statesun) @4# as

ua&[e2n̄/2(
n50

` An̄n

n!
einwun), ~2.1!

wherea is expressed in polar coordinates asa5An̄eiw, with

amplitudeAn̄ ~mean photon numbern̄) and phasew. This
coherent state has photon-number statistics given by
Poisson distribution

Pn~ n̄![e2n̄
n̄n

n!
, ~2.2!

with mean and variance both equal ton̄. The coherent state
is an eigenstate of the annihilation operatorâ, satisfying the
eigenvalue relation

âua&5aua&. ~2.3!

It is also a minimum uncertainty state with respect to
conjugate quadrature operatorsq̂[q̂0 and p̂[q̂p/2 where
~choosing units such that\[1)

q̂u[
1

A2
~eiuâ1e2 iuâ†!. ~2.4!

The canonically conjugate operators satisfy the commut
relation @ q̂,p̂#5 i 1, and the minimum uncertainty relation
thusDqDp51/2. The coherent state is a displaced vacu
state,ua&5D(a)u0&, for D(a)[exp(aâ†2a* â).

The properties discussed above are often cited as the
properties of the coherent state, but another property is
cial for calculations in quantum optics. So far we have co
sidered single-mode coherent states; we introduce the
mode coherent stateua,b&[ua&a^ ub&b , where a,b label
the two modes. The Hamiltonian that generates linear m
coupling is given by

Ĥ5 i ~g* â†b̂2gâb̂†!, ~2.5!

with ugu quantifying the coupling strength between the tw
modes and arg(g) the relative phase shift between the mod
imposed by the coupling. The Hamiltonian~2.5! generates
the unitary evolution operator

U~u,f!5exp~2 iĤ t !5exp~ue2 ifâ†b̂2ueifâb̂†!
~2.6!

for u5ugut, f5arg(g), and the interaction timet.
As is well known, the linear coupling unitary transform

tion ~2.6! transforms a two-mode product coherent state t
two-mode product coherent state@4#. The easiest way to es
tablish this property is first to note that the annihilation o
erators transform according to

U†~u,f!S â

b̂
D U~u,f!5M~u,f!S â

b̂
D ~2.7!
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M~u,f![S cosu e2 ifsinu

2eifsinu cosu D . ~2.8!

If the input state is the two-mode coherent state, the outpu
the eigenstate of the output annihilation operators in
~2.7!, namely, the two-mode coherent state,

U~u,f!ua,b&

5ua cosu1be2 ifsinu,2aeifsinu1b cosu&.

~2.9!

The condition for 50-50~or 3 dB! splitting is met if u
5p/4.

Another important aspect of coherent states is that t
constitute an overcomplete basis of the Hilbert space for
harmonic oscillator, giving

E d2a

2p
ua&^au51, ~2.10!

with 1 the identity operator. An arbitrary density operator c
be expressed as

r̂5E d2a

2p
P~a!ua&^au, ~2.11!

with P(a) the Glauber-SudarshanP representation@4,23#.
Density operators are said to be nonclassical if and onl
P(a) does not satisfy the axioms of a true probability de
sity; if it does, the field density operator is ‘‘semiclassical

B. Photon-number superselection rule

Quantum optics empirically obeys a PNSSR. Operati
ally, a superselection rule can be expressed as an invari
of all states and operations~unitary transformations, mea
surements, dissipation, etc.! by a group action@24#. For a
PNSSR, this group is the U~1! group of unitary phase shifts
with the unitary phase-shift operator given by

P~D![exp~ iDâ†â!, ~2.12!

DP@0,2p), which transforms the coherent state according

P~D!ua&5uaeiD&. ~2.13!

The PNSSR ensures that density operators for quantum
tics sources are U~1! invariant:

P~D!r̂P †~D!5 r̂, DPU~1!. ~2.14!

Expressing the integration measure asd2a/p5d”wdn̄, where
we use the ‘‘slash notation’’ for the differential operatord”
[d/2p, the independence of the density operator on ph
shifts ~2.14! implies that P(a) is axisymmetric over the
complex-a plane:

P~a!5P~An̄!. ~2.15!

This constraint on the representation is quite strong. The c
straint ~2.15! allows the arbitrary density operator~2.11! to
be expressed as
9-2
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r̂5E
0

2p

d”wE
0

`

P~An̄!uAn̄eiw&^An̄eiwu5 (
n50

`

pnun)(nu,

~2.16!

with

pn52E
0

`

dn̄Pn~ n̄!P~An̄! ~2.17!

andPn(n̄) the Poisson distribution defined by Eq.~2.2!.
We see that a consequence of the PNSSR is thatany op-

tical source can be regarded in two equivalent ways: a
source of coherent states with quasiprobability distribut
P(a)5P(An) that is uniform in phase, or as a source
number states with the photon-number distribution given
Eq. ~2.17!. Each interpretation is compatible with expe
mental results; to ascribe ontological significance to one
scription over the other is a fallacy.

C. Entangled coherent-state representation

We have established above that sources satisfying
PNSSR can be regarded as mixtures of number states.
challenge of using number states for interferometric calcu
tions is that matrix elements of the linear coupling unita
transformation~2.6! in the number state basis are the SU(n)
Wignerd functions, for example,dmn

j (u) for two-mode cou-
pling; tools for efficiently calculating SU~2! and SU~3!
Wigner d functions are available including asymptotic tec
niques@16,17#, but in the following we establish an easi
formalism for quantum optics calculations that employ
coherent-state representation.

The coherent states form a basis, and thus we can re
sent any number state in this basis as a superpositio
coherent states. In doing so, there exists an ambiguity du
the overcompleteness of the coherent-state basis. Our pr
ence here is to represent the number state as a superpo
of coherent states over a circle in the complex-a phase space
@25#,

un)5@Pn~m!#21/2E d”we2 inwuAmeiw&, ~2.18!

which is valid for any integerm.0. We choose to fixm
rd

er
t
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5n so that the number state is presented as a superpos
of all coherent states on the circle with radiusAn.

The natural extension of Eq.~2.18! to a two-mode Fock
state is given by

un,n8)5@Pn~n!Pn8~n8!#21/2

3E d”wd”w8e2 i (nw1n8w8)uAneiw,An8eiw8&,

~2.19!

with uAneiw,An8eiw8& a two-mode coherent state. Althoug
at first glance the right-hand side of Eq.~2.19! appears to be
a two-mode entangled coherent state@18–21#, it is a product
state and hence not actually entangled. However, the s
becomes a genuine entangled coherent state subseque
linear coupling by Eq.~2.6! of the two modes. The entangle
coherent-state representation is a great advantage in stud
linear coupling of number states, as shown in the followin

Consider the linear mode coupling transformation of
input state consisting ofn photons in one mode and no pho
tons ~the vacuum stateu0&) in the other mode. In the en
tangled coherent-state representation we can write

un,0)5@Pn~n!#21/2E
0

2p

d”w e2 inwuAneiw,0&. ~2.20!

The output state, following the transformation~2.6!, is

U~u,f!un,0)5@Pn~n!#21/2E
0

2p

d”we2 inw

3uAneiwcosu,2ei (w1f)Ansinu&,

~2.21!

where we have used the results derived in Eq.~2.9!. This
output state~2.21! is an entangled coherent state@18–21#,
with the entanglement over optical phase; this entanglem
is robust against any decoherence mechanism involving
ear coupling to an environment that also obeys the PNS
Only a decoherence mechanism that breaks the PNSSR
destroy this entanglement.

The general two-mode Fock state~2.19! transforms via
linear coupling to the entangled coherent state
U~u,f!un,n8)5@Pn~n!Pn8~n8!#21/2E d”wd”w8e2 i (nw1n8w8)uAneiwcosu1An8ei (w82f)sinu,2Anei (w1f)sinu

1An8eiw8cosu&, ~2.22!
ily

r-
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with the entanglement over two optical phasesw and w8.
Generalization to multimode Fock states is straightforwa

III. SOURCES: THE LASER FIELD

An important application of this theory is to the las
output field. There are standard theories that describe
.

he

formation of the intracavity laser field, which is necessar
diagonal in the number state representation@1#. Nevertheless,
the field emitted from the cavity exhibits multimode cohe
ence, and it is tempting to regard the multimode laser out
as being in a multimode coherent state. A number state in
cavity appears to lead to a highly entangled multimode o
put whereas the intracavity coherent state leads very ni
9-3
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to a product coherent state in the multimode extraca
field.

The preference for coherent states is highlighted in a
cent discussion of the ideal laser and its output field by
Enk and Fuchs~vEF! @14#. They express a preference fo
treating the laser in terms of coherent states, a view that
originally championed by Glauber@4#. However, the ease o
using the coherent-state representation should not be
garded as a justification for a commitment of the partiti
ensemble fallacy and thus regarding number states as
physical. The formalism developed here clarifies why a nu
ber state in the cavity can equally well lead to a coher
multimode output.

As the intracavity field is described by an axisymmet
density matrix of the type~2.16!, it is equally valid to de-
scribe the source as a distribution of number states or
distribution of coherent states. With the entangled cohe
state formalism, we show that the output field may be
garded as an entangled coherent-state with the entangle
over the optical phase variable of the laser. This entang
state can be expressed as a superposition of product coh
states, which exposes the multimode coherence of the ou
field. However, the reduction to a multimode coherent sta
which is what vEF yearn for in describing their ‘‘comple
measurement’’ that would collapse the wave function int
particular overall phase requires that one breaks the PNS
We argue in the following that there is no need and no j
tification for postulating such a decoherence process. We
not argue that such a complete measurement is not pos
in principle, only that no process of this type is present
current quantum optics experiments and would require
absolute clock or phase standard optical frequencies. With
such a complete measurement, the number state
coherent-state sources are equally valid physically, and
entangled coherent-state representation clarifies that a n
ber state in the cavity produces exactly the desired mu
mode coherence.

Specifically, the multimode laser output can be describ
by employing multiple spectral components, a sequence
pulses, spatial modes, or other possibilities. The actual na
of the output modes is not important to this analysis; only
fact that the coupling between the single-mode intraca
field and the multimode output field is via a linear coupli
mechanism. For simplicity we assume that the laser is id
with Poissonian photon statistics according to the distri
tion ~2.2!, and assume that the density operator for
single-mode field in the laser cavity is

r̂L~ n̄![E d”wuAn̄eiw&^An̄eiwu5 (
n50

`

Pn~ n̄!un)(nu,

~3.1!

which is a mixture of coherent states with amplitudeAn̄ in
the cavity, uniformly distributed over the optical phasew,
and is also a Poissonian mixture of number states withn̄ the
mean number of photons.

The laser field output is related to the input field by line
coupling of the form~2.6!, with the annihilation operatorb̂
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given by a linear combination of annihilation operatorsb̂k
for each of output field mode. If we consider, for example
continuous-wave~cw! output field, the multimode output is
described by a sequence of overlapping pulses~spread over
both time and frequency! that together constitute the near
monochromic output field. This case is the one considered
vEF. The appeal of employing coherent states is that

intracavity stateuAn̄eiw& can produce theN-mode product
state

uAn̄/Neiw, . . . ,An̄/Neiw&5)
k51

N

uAn̄/Neiw&k , ~3.2!

describing a state for which the photons have been s
equally between theN modes. The state~3.2! is one possible
description of the laser output field: an initial density that
diagonal in the number state representation must yield
output density that is also diagonal in this representation@26#
unless the PNSSR is broken, which is certainly not the c
for linear coupling.

We now show how a source of number states yie
equivalent results. In analogy to the linear coupling Ham
tonian and initial conditions that yield the product state~3.2!,
we can also consider a number stateum) in one mode, the
vacuum in the otherN21 modes, and the same linear co
pling transformation. The input state ofm photons in the first
of N modes and all other modes in the vacuum state to
equal distribution of photons in allN modes, as for Eq.~3.2!,
is given by

@Pm~m!#21/2E d”weimwuAmeiw,0, . . . ,0&

→@Pm~m!#21/2E d”weimwuAm/Neiw, . . . ,Am/Neiw&.

~3.3!

This entangled coherent state is a superposition of prod
coherent states that are identical in amplitude and ph
with coefficients of the superposition distributed uniform
over the phasew.

The entangled coherent state represents the output o
laser field for anm-photon number state prepared in th
single-mode intracavity field. Expression~3.3! is as validas
expression~3.2! in describing the output field. Although th
product coherent state has been championed@14#, avoiding
the partition ensemble fallacy requires each decompositio
be equally acceptable.

The laser’s coherence time or length can be easily
scribed within the entangled coherent-state representatio
the number state~3.3! by including a random walk in the
phase. For the product coherent state in the following exp
sion representing the amplitudes of successive overlap
pulses, the ideal laser output field can be expressed as

@Pm~m!#21/2E d”weimwuAm/Neiw(t1), . . . ,Am/Neiw(tN)&,

~3.4!
9-4
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wherew(t) is determined for times$tk% by a stochastic se
quence. The sequence can be regarded as a random walk
correlations are calculated from the above multimode
tangled coherent state, averaged over all realizations of
random walk in phase.

With the above expression, the role of vEF’s ‘‘comple
measurement’’@14# is clear. This measurement would ideal
measure the phase of one state either in the product
~3.2!, or, equivalently, in the entangled coherent state~3.3!
and yield a result for the phase. For the case of the intrac
ity field described by a number state, the result is that
entangled coherent state ‘‘collapses’’ to a product ofn21
identical coherent states, regardless of the fact that the in
cavity field initiated as a number state. Thus, there is
physical preference for the coherent states as a decom
tion of the density operator. Moreover, their ‘‘complete me
surement’’ must break the PNSSR, which would require
ancilla state such as atoms in a superposition of differ
energy eigenstates@26#. This requirement of a superpositio
of energy eigenstates simply shifts the burden by allow
phase localization to occur by using a source wherein ph
localization is available.

IV. INTERFERENCE OF NUMBER STATES

The analysis of interferometry with number states b
comes straightforward when using the entangled coher
state representation, because an interferometer is a li
mode coupler. For an interferometer withN modes, the
unitary transformations are elements of the Lie gro
SU(N21) @27#. Transformations can be calculated from m
trix elements of the unitary linear coupling transformatio
but the calculations, which involve Wignerd functions, are
complicated ~although solutions are known for smallN
@16,17#!. The entangled coherent-state formalism offers
elegant alternative.

We now use this formalism to examine the remarka
result that interference can be observed between inde
dently generated number states. Consider an initial stat
two modesa andb of the light field that takes the form of
product of Fock statesun1)aun2)b ; the modes are subse
quently combined at a beam splitter, followed by photod
tection at both output modes.

B photons

θ

A photons

Cavitya

Cavityb

FIG. 1. Schematic of a scheme to interfere the output stat
two cavities at a beam splitter to detect interference. A partial mi
on each cavity~in gray! gives a linear coupling of the cavity to th
output mode. These output modes are combined at a beam sp
followed by photodetection.
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It is well accepted that if the initial states of the tw
modes were coherent states, then an interference pattern
be recorded at the two detectors. This interference pat
could be passively observed as a function of time~if the two
modes were at slightly different frequencies!, or as a function
of some actively varied phase shiftu introduced in one of the
modes just prior to the beam splitter~see Fig. 1!.

It is often stated, however, that, since the first-order c
relation functiong(1) vanishes for the stateun1)aun2)b , no
interference will be observed in this case.~‘‘This @mixing of
number states# yields a zero correlation function and thus n
fringes are obtained.’’—Ref.@28#, p. 38.! Such arguments are
sometimes then applied to the Pfleegor-Mandel experim
@29#, in which interference patterns are observed between
outputs of two different lasers, in order to claim that the la
output is necessarily a coherent state.

As we now show, these arguments are erroneous—t
ultimately arise from a misconception about the role of c
relation functions in determining operationally observab
properties of the electromagnetic field. Mo” lmer has shown
@5,30#, through intensive calculations and numerical simu
tions, how two independent Fock states can interfere.
employ the entangled coherent-state representation to s
this result analytically through a much simpler analysis. A
though our results are phrased in terms of interference
tween photons, they apply equally well to other boso
modes such as Bose-Einstein condensates. In fact, by
technique we can reproduce the celebrated result of
anainen and Yoo@13#, again by a simpler analysis.

Consider the case that two spatial modesa,b each contain
the same definite number of photonsn, at the same fre-
quency. Following Eq.~2.19!, the initial state of the two
cavities can be expressed in the entangled coherent-state
resentation as

uc&[un)aun)b

5
1

Pn~n!
E d”wd”w8e2 in(w1w8)uAneiw&auAneiw8&b .

~4.1!

The field emission from the cavity is described by a line
output coupling. After some time, leta1 (b1) represent the
extracavity output fields anda2 (b2) represent the intracavity
fields; see Fig. 1. The extracavity modesa1 ,b1 now contain
some fractione of the total light in the mode. The state of th
two spatial modes is

uc&5
1

Pn~n!
E d”wd”w8e2 in(w1w8)uAeneiw&a1

uAeneiw8&b1

^ uA~12e!neiw&a2
uA~12e!neiw8&b2

. ~4.2!

Note that the linear coupling does not maintain a Fock s
in the cavity: an indefinite number of photons are leaked o
determined by the coupling parametere. The output modes
a1 ,b1 are then combined on the beam splitter, and the res
ing stateuc8&[U(p/4,0)uc& is

of
r

ter,
9-5
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uc8&5
1

Pn~n!
E d”wd”w8e2 in(w1w8)

3uA 1
2 en~eiw1eiw8!&a1

u

3A 1
2 en~2eiw1eiw8!&b1

^ uA~12e!neiw&a2
uA~12e!neiw8&b2

. ~4.3!

After the beam splitter, photodetection is performed
each mode. Consider the result whereA photons are detecte
in modea1 andB photons are detected in modeb1 after the
beam splitter. The consequence of this measurement is
the stateuc8& is collapsed touc9&}@(Au(Bu#uc8&, which we
write ~ignoring normalization now!

uc9&}E d”wd”w8e2 in(w1w8)CA,B~w,w8!

3uA~12e!neiw&a2
uA~12e!neiw8&b2

, ~4.4!

where

CA,B~w,w8!5~AuAen/2~eiw1eiw8!&

3~BuAen/2~2eiw1eiw8!&. ~4.5!

The effect of the collapse is that the distribution overw,w8 is
no longer uniform, as captured by the functionCA,B(w,w8).
Ignoring factors that are independent ofw,w8 and which are
removed by normalization, we have

CA,B~w,w8!}e2 i (A1B)(w1w8)/2ucosDuAusinDuB, ~4.6!

whereD[(w2w8)/2, and where we have used the expa
sion ~2.1! of coherent states in terms of number states. N
that the presence of the factorse2 in(w1w8) and
e2 i (A1B)(w1w8)/2 ensure that Eq.~4.4! is still a state of defi-
nite photon number. Moreover, it is a highly entangled sta
and as mentioned above such entanglement will be hig
robust—to destroy this entanglement requires a violation
the PNSSR. The robustness of such entanglement was
noted and investigated numerically by Mo” lmer @30#.

The distributionuCA,B(w,w8)u is peaked at two values:

D̄56arctan~AB/A!, ~4.7!

within the range@2p/2,p/2#. Thus, photodetection col
lapses the joint state of the cavities into one with correlati
in the phase. Moreover, the width of the distribution overD
at each peak becomes narrower the greater the total nu
of photons (N5A1B) detected. In terms of the differenc
D2D̄ from each of the maximum values, the relation@17#

ucosDuAusinDuB.AAABB

NN
@cos~D2D̄ !#2N, ~4.8!

valid for largeN, gives an expansion for Eq.~4.6! in terms of
this difference for largeN as
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uCA,B~w,w8!u}@cos~D2D̄ !#2N}exp@2 1
4 N~D2D̄ !2#.

~4.9!

For large N, the distribution approaches a Gaussian w
standard deviation proportional to 1/AN. Figure 2 gives a
plot of the magnitudeuCA,B(w,w8)u for a specific ratioB/A
51, for various total photon countsN.

In the limit N→`, the distributionC(w,w8) approaches a
sum of twod functions centered at6D̄. ~The fact that this
photodetection measurement only determines a phase d
ence between the cavities and does not determinewhichcav-
ity has the advanced phase results in two peaks rather
one.! Thus, as a larger number of photons are detected,
state of the modesa2 ,b2 given by Eq.~4.4! becomes closer
and closer to a superposition over coherent states wit
fixed relative phase; they become ‘‘phase locked.’’ As su
scanning across a phase shift introduced between the
modesa2 ,b2 results in a standard interference pattern, su
as is normally attributed to arising from the interference
two coherent states.

V. HOMODYNE DETECTION

Homodyne detection involves the mixing of a signal fie
state with a coherent local oscillator field~typically assumed
to be in an independent coherent state! at a beam splitter
@7,31,32#, with photodetection at the output modes. In b
anced homodyne detection@32#, a 50-50 beam splitter is em
ployed. The difference photocurrent for the two photodet
tors is measured and used to infer quadrature phase stat
for the signal field. By varying the phaseu of the local os-
cillator, homodyne detection over the full set of relativ
phases between the signal field and the local oscillator ca
obtained; from these data, the density matrix for the sig
field can be inferred.

It is clear that in the standard description of homody
detection the local oscillator provides an absolute phase

FIG. 2. The magnitudeuCA,B(w,w8)u of the function in Eq.
~4.9!, normalized to have unit magnitude at its peak, is plotted a
function of uDu5uw2w8u/2 for equal photocountsA5B51 ~dotted
line!, A5B54 ~dashed line!, andA5B564 ~solid line!.
9-6
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erence, yet our preceding analyses make it clear that su
phase reference is not available in quantum optics. Altho
the theory of homodyne detection is well understood@7,31#,
the interpretation is predicated on the assumption that
local oscillator is independently preparable with reasona
definite overall phase. Our objective in this section is
show that homodyne detection is just as effective for num
state sources, albeit with the restriction~always employed in
practice in quantum optics! that the signal field and loca
oscillator are derived from the same source. This import
requirement is simply that the signal and local oscillator ha
a localized phasedifference; describing number state sourc
in the entangled coherent-state representation clearly rev
how this requirement is satisfied.

A schematic for homodyne detection utilizing a comm
source is given in Fig. 3.

Consider the case where the common source is a num
stateun), which is mixed with the vacuum via a linear cou
pler to yield a presignal field and a ‘‘local oscillator.’’ Th
linear mode coupler output for a beam splitter with choice
relative phasef52p/2 and reflectivityr 5cosu ~typically
chosen to be near unity, making the local oscillator stro
compared to the presignal! is given by Eq.~2.21! as

U~u,2p/2!un,0)

5
1

APn~n!
E d”we2 inwuAncosueiw,iAnsinueiw&.

~5.1!

The first output mode is subjected to a unitary transforma
V; the resulting state is

~V^ 1!U~u,2p/2!un,0)

5
1

Pn~n!
E d”we2 inw~VuAncosueiw&)u iAnsinueiw&.

~5.2!

The validity and convenience of assuming an independ
local oscillator in a coherent state is made evident by
above equation. If the source were a coherent state, the
signal and local oscillator are in a product state and can

vac

V

Homodyne
detection

Current
correlator

Common
source

SignalLocal
oscillator

θ

FIG. 3. Schematic of a homodyne scheme involving a comm
source. This source is split into a local oscillator and a presig
field; the presignal undergoes a unitary transformationV to give the
signal field. All components inside the dashed box represent a
modyne detection scheme.
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considered independent. With the number state approach
local oscillator is not independent but is rather is entang
with the source of the signal state. This approach reveals
the nature of homodyne detection is interferometric: it can
used to characterize aprocess~given by the unitaryV in this
case! rather than a state. In particular, reconstruction of
state of the signal mode through optical homodyne tomog
phy @11# relies on the belief that the local oscillator is in
coherent state. Our analysis reveals that this belief is
founded; however, such tomography can be used more
propriately to reconstruct information about the process
gardless of the nature of the common source.

Of course the above analysis is somewhat simplified,
more general signal field states can certainly be considere
such as homodyne detection of one mode of a two-m
state, decoherence and losses included in the transform
of the signal mode, entanglement with ancilla modes, and
on. However, the conclusions for these cases remain u
fected.

In summary, quantum optics sources satisfy the invaria
condition~2.14!, and, therefore, independent local oscillato
with a specified optical phase are not available. The rea
that we assume independent local oscillators is that the l
oscillator and the signal field are phase locked, for exam
by originating from the same coherent source. A decomp
tion of the density operator in the coherent-state basis ma
this clear but has also led to the misconception that coher
states are the ‘‘actual physical’’ states. Here we have sho
how the same result occurs by assuming that the source
duces number states instead of coherent states and de
strated that the entangled coherent-state represent
yields, in a transparent way, an interpretation of homody
detection as taking place on an entanglement of prod
states, one for the signal and the other for the local oscilla
with the entanglement being over the optical phase.

VI. SQUEEZED LIGHT

The generation of two-mode squeezed light is descri
by the interaction Hamiltonian@28#

Ĥsq~z!5 i ~z* ĉ†âb̂2z ĉâ†b̂†!, ~6.1!

with ĉ the annihilation operator for the pump field,â the
annihilation operator for the signal field, andb̂ the annihila-
tion operator for the idler field. One pump photon is anni
lated via this process to produce a pair of signal and id
photons that are correlated in momentum, energy, time
creation, and joint quadrature phase measurements. The
tary evolution generated by the squeezing Hamiltonian
given by

Usq~zt !5exp~z* t ĉ†âb̂2zt ĉâ†b̂†!, ~6.2!

with t the time of evolution. Calculations with these thre
mode operators are cumbersome and are generally don
ther in the low-(zt) limit or by replacing the pump field
annihilation operatorĉ by a c number.

This c-number replacement is employed in investigati
squeezed light, such as that generated by a second-order

n
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o-
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linear optical process in the below-threshold regime. Id
two-mode squeezing is then obtained if the pump field
treated as a classical coherent pump field with a defi
phase. In this case, we replaceĉ by g, with arg(g) the phase
of the pump field, and letx5zg* t. Then the idealized
squeezing unitary evolution is given by

Usq~x!5exp~x* âb̂2xâ†b̂†!. ~6.3!

Thus, by treating the pump as a classical field with a defin
phase, the effect of this transformation on the vacuum s
for modesa andb is the two-mode squeezed vacuum,

ux&ab5Usq~x!u0,0)ab . ~6.4!

It should be noted that two-mode squeezing, as descr
by the unitary evolution operator~6.3!, can equally well be
generated by two single-mode squeezers mixed at a b
splitter @8–10#, where the same pump field is used for bo
squeezers and has definite phase~that is transferred to the
squeezing orientation!; the ideal single-mode squeezin
Hamiltonian is given by

H5xâ21x* â†2. ~6.5!

However, we discuss only the direct generation of two-mo
squeezing; the principles elucidated here apply just as sim
to the case of two-mode squeezing generated by mixing
single-mode squeezed fields.

Consider now squeezing where the pump field is in
number stateun). Again, expressing this number state in o
coherent-state representation, the squeezing transform
~6.3! gives

Usq~x!un)cu0,0)ab

5
1

APn~n!
E d”we2 inwez* t ĉ†âb̂2zt ĉâ†b̂†

uAneiw&cu0,0&ab .

~6.6!

Care must be taken in making the analog of the class
pump approximation for a coherent-state source. Howeve
n is large, it is valid to replaceĉ with the c numberAneiw

inside the integral. Definingx(w)5Anzteiw and using Eq.
~6.4! yields

Usq~x!un)cu0,0)ab.
1

APn~n!
E d”we2 inwuAneiw&cux~w!&ab .

~6.7!

Thus, the modesa andb are in a two-mode squeezed sta
entangled via the phase with the state of the pump. This s
clearly exhibits the distillable entanglement of van Enk a
Fuchs@14#: an appropriate measurement on the pump m
will collapse modesa andb into a two-mode entangled stat
Note, however, that such a measurement violates the PNS

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The fact that quantum optics operationally obeys
PNSSR ensures that it is equally valid to treat all source
either distributions of number states or coherent states.
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ditionally, the coherent-state approach has been standard
to the ease of calculations. Here, we have presented a p
erful and useful tool to carry out calculations using numb
state sources with the ease of coherent states through
entangled coherent-state representation. We have dem
strated that, in many standard concepts and experimen
quantum optics where it appears necessary to employ co
ent states, it is equally as valid to describe them us
sources of number states. In addition, we have shown ho
provide a simple analysis of the interference between
initially independent Fock states of photons.

Considerable debate has occurred over the use of cohe
states in continuous-variable quantum teleportation. In qu
tum teleportation, a quantum state can be transmitted by
parties~referred to as Alice and Bob! who share an entangle
resource and a classical communication channel. In the s
dard nomenclature, Alice is the sender, and she perform
joint measurement on her received quantum state and
portion of the entanglement resource and sends the resu
her measurement to Bob. Bob transforms his portion of
entanglement resource into a replica of the original st
based on the classical information he receives from Alice

One experimental approach to quantum teleportation
been the teleportation of coherent states@8–10#. However, as
we have shown, coherent states are not physical but ra
just a convenient representation. Moreover, a description
volving number state sources should be equally valid. T
teleportation of coherent states is thus quite interesting
cause this interpretation is only meaningful if the cohere
state decomposition of the density matrix is adopted. It
been suggested by van Enk and Fuchs@14# that acquiring a
technology for complete phase measurements could o
come this hurdle, but as we have discussed, these mea
ments would break the PNSSR. As our results show, it wo
be equally valid to carry out the calculations for continuou
variable quantum teleportation for a number state source~us-
ing the entangled coherent-state representation!. The result
would no longer be interpretable as a standard quantum
portation experiment, because the state to be teleported
shared squeezed vacuum of Alice and Bob, and the lo
oscillators used by Alice and Bob for homodyne measu
ments, displacements, and final verification of quantum te
portation are all entangled via the linear coupling of the co
mon source field@12#.
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